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The only authorized full-color book commemorating Derek Jeterâ€™s iconic baseball career with the
New York Yankees, featuring archival images and original photos of his final 2014 season from
renowned photographer Christopher Anderson.Derek Jeterâ€™s twentieth and final season in Major
League Baseball truly marks the end of a sports era. The New York Yankeesâ€™ shortstopâ€”a
five-time World Series victor, team captain since 2003, and one of the greatest ballplayers of all
timeâ€”is a beloved and inspiring role model who displays the indefinable qualities of a champion, on
and off the field.Jeter Unfiltered is a powerful collection of never-before-published images taken
over the course of Derekâ€™s final season. Fans will have unprecedented access to â€œThe
Captain,â€• as the famously private baseball legend takes us behind the scenesâ€”inside his home,
the stadium, the gym, at his Turn 2 Foundation events, fortieth birthday party, and moreâ€”as he
looks back with candor and gratitude on his baseball career. The result is an intimate portrait
bursting with personality, professionalism, and pride.Jeter Unfiltered is Jeter as you have never
seen him before: unguarded, unapologeticâ€¦unfiltered.
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DJ3K like you have never seen him before. This book offers 250+ pages of a dive into Jeet's
personal life. He has some really great behind the scenes pictures. My favorite is the one of him in
the Bronx when they were taping his commercial where he walks to the stadium. It is a picture of
him standing in front of a garage with a painting of him. This was a realt thing. In order to be

genuine they decided to get out of the car one day and take pictures of Jeter walking around the
Bronx. He had security and the bar knew roughly when he was coming but it was all geuine fan
reactions.There is also another great pic of him and his mom looking at Nike cleats. He said he went
to the Nike factory in Oregon to work on a cleat for his injured ankle.If you are a fan of the man, the
yankees, sports, or baseball please get this book. If you are a fan of someone who always does and
did the right thing, you should check this book out.My 1 complaint about this book is the size. I wish
it was one of those oversized books so the pictures were bigger. Derek Jeter played the game of
baseball the right way and these pictures help tell his story.

I'd purchased another Derek Jeter book more than 10 years ago ("The Life You Imagine"), which my
husband (a Jeter-lover/Yankees-hater, if that combo is possible!) so much enjoyed. Recognizing
he's been a sports "hero" of my husband due to his lifelong character/values, and one who'd
actually made it to the end of his career without doing something to tarnish his reputation, I was
drawn to this book by the word "Unflitered". My husband had always admired his restraint in the
public forum, and I thought this would be a book in which Mr. Jeter might share some of his long
held but little publicized views on various topics.It's not... it's basically a photo collection
documenting his last year in baseball. My husband didn't feel that any of the brief passages Mr.
Jeter wrote to go with the photos shed any more light on the man (nothing that hadn't already been
written about, anyway), and though he'd admired him greatly, flipping through a bunch of pictures
just isn't his cup of tea. In fact, he said it was a little disappointing that (especially at $17+) this was
an "easy money" book... if the book had been published with the intention of having all proceeds go
to, say, his terrific Turn 2 Foundation (focused on helping at-risk kids/teens to avoid substance
addiction by rewarding academic achievement and embracing a more healthy lifestyle), it would
have been great. (And again, there's that title... pretty misleading, in our opinion.) Great pics, if
you're into that sort of thing; otherwise there are other Derek Jeter books that might be of more
interest (and provide more than one or two night's worth of entertainment for your dollars!)

I'm a Jeter fan and have been since he started. I follow sports pretty closely and his reputation is
one of being very guarded in his dealing with the media - careful in his comments, nothing
controversial. I thought that an unfiltered look at him would shed some light on his feelings about
various issues - A-Rod, the Red Sox rivalry, steroids, etc. There was not much that was revealing.
It's pretty much everything he's said in the past - about his parents, his fans and his love of the
game. On the other hand, the photos were beautiful.

Best Christmas gift of the lot. I got this for my Jeter fan and while I was worried after reading some
of the reviews, they proved to not be an issue with her. She loves, loves the book and shared with
me the events around the different photos in the book. The fact that it was hard back was also a
huge plus.

NOT QUITE WHAT I EXPECTED IN TERMS OF A BOOK PER SE. GREAT PHOTOS OF JETER
IN ALL SITUATIONS OF HIS LIFE. JUST SMALL CAPTIONS OF HIS FEELINGS REGARDING
CERTAIN SITUATIONS. NOT REALLY A BIOGRAPHY OF HIM. STILL, IF YOU LIKE THE MAN,
YOU'LL ENJOY THE PHOTOS.

what a great career by the Greatest New York Yankee Ever and this book takes you back and
reflects on various times of his great career as the captain of the team. this is a great overview and
tribute to Mr.Yankee Himself Jeter.

What a wonderful book. Gave it to our son as a gift but had to read it first. We all (husband, son, and
I) loved it. We also love Jeter and will miss watching him play. He is as good off the field as on.

Imagine sitting with an old friend, sharing favorite memories, going through stacks of old photos and
reminiscing about times gone by. You might share some funny stories, tell some heartwarming
tales, or talk about life's ups and downs from days gone by. The photos might raise memories of
treasured moments, goofball moments and some once in a lifetime moments.That's what reading
Jeter Unfiltered felt like to me.It's essentially a 256 page photo montage based on Derek Jeter's last
year as a major league baseball player, but it is so much more. There are also pictures from Jeter's
minor league days, career milestones, his Turn 2 Foundation and his closely guarded personal life.
Fans of the man, the player, the team and the sport will smile at the memories the pictures
recall.Accompanying the excellent photos by Christopher Anderson are the words of Derek Jeter.
Many pages have no text; the pictures speak for themselves. Others have commentary written as if
Jeter was sitting across the table talking to the reader. There is a consistent message, as well: team
first, preparation, practice, loyalty and leadership. This is no surprise to anyone who followed Jeter's
career yet it is somehow refreshing to see these values in print and repeated throughout the book.It
took less than two hours to "read" the entire book. I'm going to read it again. There might be
something I missed in one of the photos the first time through. Or, perhaps I'll see a new meaning in

Jeter's words. Maybe it was such an enjoyable trip down memory lane that I just can't wait to go
again. This is that type of book, one you'll pick up over and over again.
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